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Summary

Summary.

At the moment, when a data structures is needed, it is implemented in software
based on the one dimensional array structure. The main disadvantage of this method

is the lack of speed. Because speed in data processing becomes more and more

important, it is useful to search for faster methods. In this case hardware

implementation of data structures would be very convenient, because in contrast with

software, hardware is capable of executing more then one operation at the same

time. Some rather simple data structures, like the stack, are already designed in

hardware. From this it became clear that great benefits can be gained by

implementing data structures in hardware. With great benefits is meant an execution

speed of one operation per about one clock cycle.

In this thesis, the implementation of the more complex data structures (linked-)list

and tree are described. After studying literature, several designs for both the list and

the tree have been developed and in case of the list, a best solution has been chosen.

This solution has been elaborated and some useful applications of the hardware list

are described. However, the solutions that are given, are not exhaustive; there

certainly are more solutions. Because the task was not to design a multi-purpose

hardware list, there is a great possibility that in case of other applications, another

design has to be made. Other subjects for future research are the use of CAM in

implementing lists in hardware and the problem of an infinite list.

Secondly, a first step to implementing trees in hardware has been made. Several

possible solutions are described, but not exhaustively yet. Therefor a decision on the

best way of implementing trees in hardware has not been taken. It seems however,

that a design using a linear memory like a RAM or a CAM will give the best

performance in the simplest way. When continuing this research, there has to be

found out first whether tree structures are really necessary or just an easy to use

visual structure.
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Introduction

1. Introduction.

Most of the modem computers nowadays consist of a separate processor and
memory. The processor only knows a few basic data types (bit, byte, word), some
basic operations on these data types and some basic processes to transport data from
and to the memory. More complex operations have to be accomplished by
consecutive basic operations. A conventional computer memory only knows one data
structure: a one dimensional array of integers. Other data structures have to be based
on this basic data structure and operations on these other data structures are little
programs consisting of basic operations. In this way, the desired data structures can
be build and matching operations can be defined.

This method of computer architecture and programming has several problems. The
most important problem is lack of speed. All the data has to be transported from
memory to processor before any operation can be executed and more complex data
structures have to be translated to and from the basic data structure, the one
dimensional array. This takes a lot of time, especially because the conventional
computer is a sequential machine, so all operations are executed one by one.

Because speed in data processing becomes more and more important, it is useful to
look after methods faster than the one described above. In contrast with software,
hardware is capable of executing more then one operation at the same time, caused
by the massive parallel capabilities of hardware. Besides, when another data structure
then an array is needed, it is possible to design a hardware component in a way it
supports the desired data structure in an (almost) optimal way. Translating a data
structure from and to the array structure is then needless and thus saves time.
Another profit that can be yielded when data structures are implemented in hardware
is that processing units can be placed near the place where the data is stored, and
thus avoiding the transportation of data over long distances. All this makes it seem
worthwhile to study the possibilities of implementing data structures in hardware.
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Introduction

At the Digital Information Systems group, department of Electrical Engineering at
the Eindhoven University of Technology, has been worked on this idea for some
time. Some rather simple data structures, like the stack, are already designed in
hardware (see [WIE91]). From this research it became clear that great benefits can
be gained by implementing data structures in hardware. With great benefits is meant
an execution speed of one operation per about one clock cycle.

In this graduation period, research is done into implementing the more complex data
structures (linked-)list and tree in hardware. The result of this research can be found
in this master thesis.

3



Proposition of the problem and what was found in literature

2. Proposition of the problem and what
was found in literature.

The problem that is the basis of this research can be very simply stated like:
"implement a (linked-)list and a tree in hardware". But it might be interesting to
know what is the background of the problem and what has already done about it.

A common goal nowadays is to improve computers. The question is, what is meant
by improvement. It may mean higher speed and lower cost. Unfortunately, these
parameters are often in contradiction with each other. However, it has been pointed
out that the cost of the hardware yields only a relatively small leverage compared to
the overall cost of producing a system and running it. Very conservative estimates lie
under 20 percent. Just because of that, it is a reasonable goal to utilize the enormous
progress recently made in electronic technology, even at higher expenditures for the
hardware, to reduce the overall cost of producing and running a system. Especially
the possibility to make components smaller and smaller by more and more
sophisticated VLSI-techniques makes this interesting. It is no objection anymore to
create a design with many processing units on it. Besides, the costs of hardware have
fallen considerable the last years and it looks as though this trend will continue the
commg years.

Before the attempt to solve the problem, first of all, literature has to be studied to
find out whether someone else had looked at the given problem yet. From this
literature study, very little results came up. There were some people who occupied
themselves with implementing data structures in hardware in the sixties and seventies.
After those years, hardly anything was found about this subject outside Eindhoven
University. In the early years, only some first steps were taken because technology
was at a much lower level compared to this moment. However, some of the steps
that were taken are very useful to this research. Therefor, the most important
literature will be recited, ordered by subject.

4



Proposition of the problem and what was found in literature

Also interesting was an article of Lee [LEE62] about intercommunicating cells; cells
that interchange their control signals with the neighbouring cells. This is the same
principle that was used in the article of Lipovsky [LIP72] about implementing trees in
hardware.
Very important too was the master thesis of Bink [BIN91], upon which this
graduation research was based to a great extent. In this report he gives an impulse to
a hardware description of several data structures with help of the description
language VHDL.

After studying this literature, a start was made with the design of (linked-)lists and
trees in hardware. Of every design, the advantages and disadvantages were
marshalled and in this way, it was tried to draw a conclusion about the use of
implementing data structures in hardware and the best way to do this.
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Lists

3. Lists

First, the data structure 'list' will be dealt with. Therefor, the theoretical aspects of

different types of lists and their implementations in software will be described. After

this, several different solutions are given and the best chosen solution will be
elaborated. Finally, it is tried to draw conclusions and give some recommendations

about implementing lists in hardware.

3.1. Description of the principles of lists (theoretical and

in software)

3.1.1. Sequential lists

A list is a sequence of elements with a certain ordering. Lists are particularly flexible
structures because they can grow and shrink on demand, and elements can be
accessed, inserted, or deleted at any position within the list. Lists appear in
applications such as information retrieval, programming language translation and
simulation.

When a list is implemented in software, there are two methods commonly used. That
is, the list is mapped on a linear array, or the list is mapped on a linked-list. In the
first case, the information is sequentially stored in memory and the advantage is that
all elements are directly accessible, but the size of the list has a fixed upper bound.

The second method has the advantage that the size of the list has no upper bound,

but the access to the list is sequential. The linked-list will be treated in detail in the
next section.

7
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An example of an insert operation on a linear array implemented list in software can
be found in figure 3.1.

Procedure Insert (X: Elementtype; P: position; Var L: List);
{Insert places X at position P in list L}
Var

Q: position
Begin
For Q:= L.last DownTo P Do

{shift elemnts at P, P+l / ... down one position}
L.Elements[Q+l] := L.Elements[Q];

L.Last := L.Last+l;
L.Elements[P] := X
End; {Insert}

Figure 3.1 Insert operation on a linear array implemented list

3.1.2 Linked-lists

One property of sequential lists is, like its name shows, that they are sequentially
stored in memory. Hereby, the one-dimensionality of the main-memory in the

computer is used. In this way the physical position of an element in the memory
represents the physical position of this element in the list. In many cases this is an

effective way of storing data. However, there are applications in which this method is
not the best. The properties of these applications are as follows:

1. The need for storage capacity is unpredictable. The exact amount of data to
be stored is dependent on the data, therefor you cannot decide on the size of
memory that is needed before the program is executed.

2. The stored data has to be changed very often. This is characterized by a
regular occurrence of insert and delete operations.

In this class of applications, the linked-allocation method of storage can lead to

efficient use of both computer memory and computer time.

8



Lists

Unlike a linear list, in which the location of an element is defined by the address of
the element, the linked-allocation method uses pointers or links. Here the address of
the successor of an element is stored in the element itself. Consequently the elements
of the list do not have to be stored in order. This class of lists is called linked-lists

Linked-lists are represented by adding an extra field to every element. In this field, a
pointer or link that indicates the successor of the element is stored. This form of
linked-lists is called singly-linked-linear list. Figure 3.2 shows a box- and arrow
representation of such a list where the pointer FIRST indicates the address or
location of the first node in the list. It is clear that every element (or node) consists
of two parts, the first part containing the data to be stored and the second part
containing the address of the next element in the list. Because the last node in the
list does not have a successor, the pointerfield of this node does not content a valid
address. In this case the value NUll or an empty address is placed in the
pointerfield. NULL is a special value that cannot be confused with a valid address.
Whenever a list is empty (meaning it does not contain any elements), FIRST is given
the value NULL.

f G--4l--------------G--4l--------------
FIRST

Figure 3.2 The singly-Linked-Linear List

When you compare various often used operations on lists, the differences between
sequential- and linked-linear lists become very clear, especially with insert and delete
operations. Suppose we have a list consisting of n elements and we want to insert an
element between the second and third element. This means that we have to push the
last n-2 elements to the back to make room for the new element. When you want to
insert very often in large lists, this can become very costly. The same holds for delete
operations because in this case all the elements that succeed the removed element
have to be pushed forward to fill in the empty position.

9



Lists

An insert operation on a linked-list is simple, you just have to change some pointers.
Figure 3.3 shows such an insert operation. The same holds for a delete operation on
a linked-list, compared to a delete operation on a sequential list. You just have to
change one pointer. This is illustrated in figure 3.4. It is clear that both insert and
delete operations are much more efficient on linked-list then on sequential lists.

FIRST

Figure 3.3 Insert operation on a linked-list

[3--- ----.::::.'
__~ '-__----'<-_---J

FIRST

Figure 3.4 Delete operation on a linked-list

The two storage methods can also be compared for other operations. When you want
to execute a search operation on a linked-list, you have to walk: along all the nodes,
beginning with the first, until you find the one you searched for. With this operation
the linked-list is significant worse than the sequential list where you calculate the
address of the wanted element. However, when you want to split a list or merge two
lists you just have to change a few pointers, without moving any node. When you
want to do the same with sequential lists you actually have to move nodes.
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It is clear that pointers or links consume additional memory. The disadvantages of
this additional memory become less important when the information part of a node

seize more memory. Besides, the additional memory is the price you have to pay for
a more efficient use of computer memory and time.

An important matter is to keep up the free memory that can be used for instance at
an insert operation. With linked-lists this can be done by keeping up a list of free
nodes, the so called availability list. At an insert operation, a free node is taken of
the availability list and put in the processed list. At a delete operation, the removed
node is put back from the processed list on the availability list where it can be used

in following insert operations. In this way, on any moment, only the part of the
memory that is really needed is used.

Sometimes it is convenient when the last and first element of a linked-list are joined

together. In that way you can reach any node from any other node, so the entire list
can be walked through independent of the starting node. In a singly-linked-list this

can only be done from the first node. By replacing the NUUrpointer in the last
node by the address of the first node, you get an circu1arly-linked-list (see figure 3.5).

1
..... "- ....., , ,

11\

FIRST

Figure 3.5 Circularly-Linked-list

The restriction that you can only walk through a linked-list in one direction can be a

disadvantage. In several applications it would be convenient when a list could be
walked through in both directions. That is why the doubly-linked-list is invented. This
is a linked-list in which each element has, apart from the data field, two pointer

fields; one pointer pointing to the successor and one pointing to the predecessor (see

11
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figure 3.6). In the following, the subject is mainly limited to singly-linked-lists because
circularly-linked-lists and doubly-linked-lists are just more of the same.

~EFT [1=f_

Figure 3.6 Doubly-linked-list

The most important operations on linked-lists described in [BIN9!] are:

CLEAR(LL): 'Ibis operation makes the linked-list LL an empty list.
INSERT(LL,p,x): 'Ibis operation creates a new element, fills it with data x and

puts it on position p in the linked-list LL. When position p

does not exist, the operation is undefined.

DELETE(LL,p): 'Ibis operation removes the element on position p and links
the parts of the list before and after p together. When

position p does not exist, the operation is undefined.
RETRIEVE (LL,p,x): This operation returns de value on position p in variable x.

When position p does not exist, the operation is undefined.

In [BIN9!], also an operation NEXT(LL,p) is mentioned that returns the boolean
value TRUE when there exists an element on position p+ 1. I dropped this operation

and instead add some useful outputs which give the same and even more information
as the NEXT-operation.

The additional outputs are:

LENGTII: 'Ibis output gives the number of elements in the linked-list.

FULL: This output gives the boolean value TRUE when the linked

list is full, otherwise the value FALSE is given.

EMPTY: This output gives the boolean value TRUE when the linked

list is empty, otherwise the value FALSE is given.

12
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An useful additional operation is:
UPDATE(LL,p~): This operation replaces the data in the element on position p

with data x. When position p does not exist, the operation is
undefined.

In the above defined operation INSERT, you have to give a position p on which
place a new element has to be inserted. When the linked-list is sorted on the data
field, the operation can be changed in a way such that the element that has to be
inserted, automatically is put on the right position, concerning the order. It is then
unnecessary to give a position and the operation can be changed in INSERT(LL,x).

Another way to address a certain element in the linked-list is by use of a pointer,
pointing at this (current) element. With the commands SELNEXT and SELPREV
you can walk through the list and with an additional command SELFIRST you put
the pointer at the first element of the list. When you want to insert or delete an
element you simply give the command INSERT(x) or DELETE, after which the new
element is inserted after the current element, respectively the current element is
deleted.

13
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3.2 Four possible hardware implementations

As mentioned earlier, the implementation of data structures in software, as described
in the preceding sections for lists, is often too slow in many applications because of
the sequential nature of software. Therefor the idea is to try to implement this list
data structure in hardware because in hardware we can use the massive parallel
communication capabilities. In this way it must be possible to implement operations
like insert and delete as single-cycle actions.

The block schematic of the list structure is given in figure 3.7. The commands that
can be executed depend on the way of addressing the elements in the list.

List Length
f-------i>
1--_-..;>FuJl
f----_--i>Empty

Command elk En

Figure 3.7 Block schematic of the list structure

There are two distinct ways of implementing a list in hardware:
1. data moveable, position fixed ("sequential list")
2. data fixed, position moveable ("linked-list")

As exposed in paragraph 3.1.2, there are three ways of addressing the elements in a
list:
a. addressing by means of position
b. addressing by means of order (sorted list)
c. addressing by means of a pointer to the current element and commands 'next' and

'previous'

14
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The two ways of implementing and the three ways of addressing can be combined in
six solutions. Four of these six solutions (namely la, lb, 2a and Ie) will be presented

and explained in paragraph 3.2.1 through 3.2.4. It turned out that solution 2b and 2c
became needless large and complex (see paragraph 3.2.5) and so they were discarded.

3.2.1 The sequential list, addressed by position (solution la)

Although this way of implementing a list was called a 'sequential list', the supported
functionality resembles that of the popular software linked-list structure. The internal
structure however is not that of a linked list. Instead a linear array of entries is
chosen. The massive parallel capabilities of hardware make moving the data in this
array very efficient, because instead of moving the elements in the list one by one
(like in software), they can be moved all at the same time in parallel.

The first idea, at the start of implementing data structures in hardware was to make
use of identical cells together with a control-block. At this moment the question was
what these cells should consist of. The most important, of course, is a register, to

store the information. These registers must be of a master-slave type so that when
new data is load, the old data will be available on the output for a while in case the

succeeding cell needs this data to load.

Then the cells have to be connected together and the control-block has to be added.
The final design can be found in figure 3.8. It shows four identical cells, a control
block and four buffers. The number of four is just a chosen number, easy to draw,
but the design can be extended very simple by just adding more cells in the same way
the four are connected together. What a cell looks like from the inside can be found
in figure 3.9, the contents are the above-mentioned register and a multiplexer (or a

one-out-of-three selector) that selects, depending on the ctrl-signal, the input to

register from in, in- and in+. The 'in'-input is the external data-input, the 'in-'-input

is the data-input from the preceding cell and the 'in + '-input is the data-input from
the succeeding cell. In this way, the cells are all connected to their predecessors and
successors, so that the information from a cell can be shifted in both ways, up and
down.
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Figure 3.9 Contents of the list cell

The buffers are there to hold the output information because when there is asked for

output information, just one cell is allowed to use the output databus. So all the
buffers are disabled and when there is asked for output, only one buffer will be

enabled so that the information of the matching cell is put on the output bus.

The control-block has the following tasks. Depending on the opcode and the given

position it has to set the different cell x ctrl-signals in a way the right cell does the

right thing. The possible actions a cell can perform are:
1. do nothing

2. load the external data from the data in-bus

3. load the data of the preceding cell

4. load the data of the succeeding cell

So to choose one of the four possibilities the cell_x_ctrl-signal should be two-bit wide.

Initially the cell_x_ctrl-signal is '1'.
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When there has to be put data on the data_out-bus, the right buffer has to be
enabled. This task of the control-block is performed by changing the buffer-enable
signal, matching to the right cell and buffer, to '1'. Initially all the buf_x_en-signals

are '0'.

The last task is to take care of the length, empty and full outputs. To maintain the
length, there is a counter that counts the number of cells that are in use. This means
that at an insert operation the counter is increased one, while at a delete operation
the counter is decreased one. If the counter equals zero, the empty-signal will be
made true, while in case the counter reaches a given number that represents the
maximum number of available cells (called MAXLEN), the full-signal will be made
true. In any other case, both the empty· and full-signal are false.

As an illustration of the above all the actions that will be performed are described
for the possible commands (=opcodes):
CLEAR: The signal length becomes zero, the signal empty becomes true and

the signal full becomes false (in case it was not false already).
INSERT(p,x): Supposing the list is not yet full, the data x (present on the input

data-bus data_in) has to be load by the cell on position p. So
cel(pJtrl becomes the value '2'. All the cells succeeding position p
have to load the data of their predecessors, so celly +1_ctrl through
cell}ength +l_ctrl become '3'. The cells preceding position p must not
do anything so their control-signals (cell_1_ctrl through celly-1_ctrl)

stay '1'. At the next clock, all the registers will load the proper data
at the same time.
Furthermore, the signal length increases one, empty becomes false
when it was not already and when length reaches MAXLEN, the full

signal becomes true, otherwise it stays false.
DELETE(p): Supposing the list is not empty and length is at least equal to p, the

data on position p has to be removed. Therefor, all the cells from
position p + 1 through the end of the list have to be shifted one place
to the front of the list. To do this, all the cells from p through the
end have to load the data of their successors. So the signals
cellJl_ctrl through cellJength-1_ctrl become '4'. All the other cell
control-signals stay '1' so that they will perform no action.

18
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Furthermore, the signal length decreases one, when full was true, it
becomes false and when length becomes zero, empty becomes true.

RETRIEVE(p): Supposing the list is not empty and length is at least equal to p, the
buffer matching to the cell on position p has to be enabled, so
buty_en becomes true.

UPDATE(p,x): Supposing length is at least equal to p, the data in the cell on
position p has to be replaced with the data on the input-data bus (in
this case x). Therefor this cell has to load the external data and
celly_ctrl becomes '2' while all the other cell-control-signals stay '1'.

NB. The values '1', '2', '3' and '4' indicate which one of the possible actions the cell has to perform.

To make this somewhat easier to understand, the same is written down in pseudo
pascal and can be found in appendix AI.

It is very important to understand that all the above-mentioned commands can be
executed in only one clock-cycle by executing all the necessary actions in parallel.

3.2.2 The sequential list, addressed by order (solution Ib)

This design is very much the same as the design of the former section (see figure
3.10). The only difference is the addition of two comparator stages, used to be able
to insert data on the right place with regard to the ordering of the data already
present in the list.

The actions that have to be performed by the comparators are as follows:
Cl: if a < b then c := true

else c := false
C2: if x = y then z := false

else z := true

It is clear that comparator Cl costs very much hardware because it is a 'greater

than/less than' comparator and because there have to be as much comparators CI as
there are cells, this becomes very costly.
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To insert given data on the right place, this new data is compared with all the data
present in the list. On the position where this comparison (performed by comparator
Cl) changes from 'greater than' (or 'equal to') to 'less than' the new data has to be
inserted. When the data has to be inserted at the front of the list, which means that
the new data is less then all the present data in the list, everything turns out right.
But when the data has to be inserted at the back of the list, which means that the
new data is greater then all the present data in the list, it only turns out right when
at the initialization of the cells, all the registers are filled with the highest number
that is allowed.

The extra cost of this way of addressing is 2N-l comparators, N of the type 'greater
thanjless than' and N-l of the type 'equal to' (where N is the maximum length of the
list, MAXLEN). Besides, extra clock cycles are needed, because in this case, insert
operations can not be executed in one clock cycle anymore, you need clock cycles to
compare the new data with the present data. The amount of extra clock cycles
depends on the way the 'greater thanjless than' comparison is performed; bit-serial or
bit-parallel.

The actions that have to be performed for the commands CLEAR and INSERT
differ a little from the position addressed list:

CLEAR: Except for the signal length becoming zero, the signal empty

becoming true and the signal full becoming false, all the registers
have to be load with the highest number that is allowed. So this
highest number has to be put on the input databus and loaded by all
the cells through making all the cell x ctrl-signals '2'.

INSERT(data): Supposing the list is not yet full, the data (present on the input data
bus data in) has to be load by the right cell. When the list was empty
(so the data that has to be inserted is the first data in the list) the
data has to be loaded into the first cell by making the cell_l_ctrl
signal '2'. If the list was not empty, the new data has to be compared
with all the data present in the list by enabling the comparators. In
the second comparator stage where the comparison performed by
comparator stage one changes from 'less than' to 'greater than', a
signal (ins_x) will be send to the control-block. The control-block
then knows the position where to insert the new data and changes
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the cell-controL-signal of the matching cell to '2'. The succeeding cells
have to shift their data to the back of the list, so the cell-control
signals of these cells become '3'.
Furthermore, the signal length increases one, empty becomes false
when it was not already and when length reaches MAXLEN, the full
signal becomes true, otherwise it stays false.

The actions that have to be performed for the commands DELETE, RETRIEVE,
and UPDATE stay the same as in the position addressed list.

Also for this case, the same is written down in pseudo-pascal to make it somewhat
easier to understand, and can be found in appendix A2.

3.2.3 The linked-list, addressed by position (solution 2a)

This design differs a lot from the former two because there is a very different
principle used. In the first two solutions the data was shifted when an insert or delete
operation had to be performed. This was caused by the use of a linear array to store
the data. In this solution, the principles of the software linked-list are used, so the
data is stored in a register and stays in this register until it is deleted. Instead of
shifting the data, the position in the list can be moved by use of pointers. This means
that with every data-register, there is an address-register which contains the address
of the successor.

The principle of identical cells is kept, but the contents of the cells are different, as
can been seen in figure 3.11. The cell consists of two registers; an address register
and a data register, together with a logic block that combines an enable signal and a
ctrl_address signal. The working of the latter signals will become clear in the
following. Hereby, the explanation of the data part will be left out of consideration
because it is a simple addition but can become very confusing. The address part is
the most important and the most complex, therefor only this part will be explained.
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Figure 3.11 Contents of the list cell

Figure 3.12 shows the total design Gust concerning the address part). The
components in this design are the above-mentioned identical cells, five additional
special purpose registers, an address decoder and, of course, a control block that
controls the operation of the components. Very important too is the address bus over
which the addresses are transported. This address bus is necessary because it must be
possible from one cell to reach all the other cells.

The five additional registers have the following purposes:
FIRST: points to the first element in the list.
CURR: points to the current cell (so contains an address).
CURR pas: contains the position of the current cell.
AVAIL: points to the first element in the availability list. This is a list ill

which all the free cells are stored.
TEMP: in this register, temporary important addresses have to be stored.
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The address decoder must be able to select every cell from the others separately.
Furthermore, it must be possible to select two cells at a time because with different
operations you have to indicate a source cell as well as a target cell. There must be a
distinction between a cell that is selected as source cell and a cell that is selected as
target cell. This can be done with two enable inputs per cell (or a two-bit enable
input per cell).

All cells are numbered consecutively from the fir::t. The number of the cell is the
address of the cell. So the address width is dependent on the number of cells
( = MAXLEN) available. Addresses are just used internal, external cells are selected
with positions. A position can be found by starting with the cell pointed to by FIRST
and look what is in the address register of this cell. In this way you jump from cell to
cell while decreasing a downcounter by one every jump. When the downcounter
reaches the value zero, the right position has been found and the matching address
can be put in CURR. To shorten the search time, it is possible to use the position
stored in CURR_POS. When the wanted position is higher than the position in
CURR_POS it is more efficient to start jumping from this position instead of starting
from the first cell in the list. All this implies that an element in the list is not random
accessible.

The possible actions a cell can perform (concerning the address part) are:
1. put the content of the address register on the address bus when en_1 is active.
2. put the content of the address register on the address bus when en_2 is active.
3. read address bus when en 1 is active.
4. read address bus when en 2 is active.
To choose one of the four possibilities, the cell-control-signal should be two bit wide.

The possible actions the address decoder can perform are:
1. enable en 1
2. enable en 2
3. disable en 1
4. disable en 2
5. do nothing
So to choose one of this five possibilities, the address-control-signal should be three
bits wide.
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The possible actions of the additional registers TEMP, CURR, FIRST and AVAIL
are:
1. put contents on address bus
2. read address bus
3. do nothing
So to choose one of this three possibilities, ctrl_TEMP, ctrl_CURR, ctrl_FIRST and
ctrl AVAIL should be two bits wide.

The actions that have to be performed for the possible commands (=opcodes) are
very complex and numerous. That is why it is not very useful to try to describe all the
successive actions. In appendix A3 the actions that have to be performed for the
possible commands are written down in pseudo-pascal. From this, it is clear that the
operations take much more than one clock cycle, so this solution is substantial worse
than the former two. It is obvious that this is not the way to implement a list in
hardware. However, it could be a solution to implement a tree in hardware, because
a tree is not a linear structure and must have the possibility to point from one
element to more elements. In that case pointers can not be avoided. Concluding,
although this solution is not an efficient way to implement a list, it can not be
discarded immediately because it must be found out whether this is a good solution
to implement a tree in hardware. This will be done in chapter 4.

3.2.4 The sequential list, addressed by pointer (solution Ie)

In this solution the elements are stored in a linear array, so the data has to be shifted
up and down the list again. However in this case, an element is addressed by a
pointer which points at this so called current element. With the commands
SELNEXT and SELPREV you can walk through the list and with an additional
command SELFIRST you put the pointer at the first element of the list.

Because pointers in hardware are not as simple and efficient as in software, another
manner is used; the thermometer scale method. This method allows an element to
determine its actions based only on a global command, on its own status, and the
status of its direct neighbours. To achieve this, every cell contains an extra one-bit
wide register, the status register (SR). In this way the current element is determined
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by the fact that all of its predecessors contain a '1' in their SR and that both the
current element and all of its successors contain a '0' in their SR. So, when an
element looks at its direct neighbours and itself, it can be in four different states;
111, 110, 100 and 000, where the three digits successively represent the contents of
the status registers of the preceding element, the current element and the succeeding
element (SR-, SR, SR+).

So any cell can determine the actions it has to perform by looking at the combination
of the state it is in and a global command. This is illustrated in figure 3.13 by the
state diagram, where load-I, load_in and load+1 respectively means that the data of
the predecessor, the external data input bus and the data of the successor must be
load in.

Figure 3.13 State diagram of the sequential list, addressed by pointer
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Except for the addressing method, another difference from solution la and lb is that
every cell got its own local control block. Therefor there is only need for one global
control signal and the global control-block can be much smaller and simpler. This

saves a lot of long paths. For every cell you want to add in solution la, you also have
to extend the control-block and to add an extra cell-control line and an extra buffer
enable line. This means per cell three long lines extra. In this design, you do not
have to extend the global control-block or to add lines at all, just an extra cell
together with its local control is sufficient. Especially in VlSI, it is important to use
as less long paths as possible because they cost very much space, so for VlSI this is a
very good improvement.

Figure 3.14 shows the contents of a cell. It is pretty much the same as the cell from
solution la and lb, the only difference is the local control-block and the status
register SR. In figure 3.15 can be seen how these cells are connected together to
form a list. This also looks very much like the design la and lb. The differences are
the amount of cell-control lines, the fact that the status registers of the direct
neighbouring cells have to be connected and the fact that the buffers are controlled
by the local control, so that in a fact they could be joined with their matching cell.
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Figure 3.14 Contents of the list cell
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The global control line ctrI_cell must be able to pass the following commands:
1. INSERT
2. DELE1E
3. CLEAR/SELFIRST
4. UPDA1E
5. SELNEXT
6. SELPREV
7. RETRIEVE
8. Do nothing
So to choose one of the eight possibilities, the cell control-signal should be three bits
wide. Initially the ctrI_cell-signal is '8'.

NB: The commands CLEAR and SELFIRST can be combined because on local level they have the same

effect, namely set the SR to '0'. Only on global level there is a difference with regard to the internal
counter and the output length.

In the state diagram of figure 3.13 can be seen what the local control should do,
depending on the given command and the state the cell is in.

The global control has only one task left: keeping up the counter that is related to
the outputs length, empty and full, by decreasing or increasing at a delete respectively
insert operation or setting it to zero at a clear operation. The above is written down
in pseudo-pascal too and can be found in appendix A4.

3.2.5 The linked-list, addressed by order and by pointer (solutions 2b and

2c)

As has been said earlier, these two solutions were discarded because it turned out
that they became needless large and complex.

Solution 2b is in fact a combination of solutions Ib and 2a. You have to add extra
comparators per cell again. Problem is which outputs from the first comparator stage
(Cl) must be combined in the second comparator stage (C2). You can not fix this
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physically because two succeeding cells do not have the same physical position on any
moment. So this will cost very much extra hardware and long data and address paths.

Solution 2e is in fact a combination of solutions Ie and 2a. Problem is you can not
connect the status registers of neighbouring cells directly. This too should be
managed by an address decoder and then it will cost lots of hardware and clock
cycles. Whether this solution makes sense at all is dependent on the question whether
solution 2a is an efficient way of implementing a tree. For a list it certainly is not.
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3.3 Detailed description of the best chosen solution

In the former sections, four possible solutions to implementing a list in hardware
were described. Next step is to choose which one is the optimal solution. Therefor,
the advantages and disadvantages of the four solutions will be summarized so that as
a conclusion, the optimal solution can be chosen.

The most important advantage of solution la (the sequential list, addressed by
position) is its simplicity. Disadvantages are the problem of addressing by position
(often, the position is unknown or uninteresting, it is more efficient to address in an
other way) and the many long data and control paths. For every cell you need three
control lines (two cell control and one buffer enable). When there are many cells, the
number of these long lines will grow excessive. Specially for VLSI this is a big
disadvantage.

Solution Ib (the sequential list, addressed by order) looks very much like solution la.

The advantage is the simplicity again and a better way of addressing than in solution
la. The disadvantages are still the great amount of long data and control lines, but
besides that, per cell two comparators are needed, one of them being a 'less

than/greater than' comparator. This costs very much hardware and it takes extra clock
cycles. In general, it is more efficient to use a CAM in cases where data has to be
compared.

The most important disadvantage of solution 2a (the linked-list, addressed by

position) is easy to see: its complexity. Both the hardware design and the actions that
have to be taken at certain commands are very complex and take many clock cycles.
When solution Ia and 2a are compared, the same is achieved but in solution la in a
much simpler way. The conclusion is that for implementing a list in hardware,
solution 2a can be abandoned. However, this way of implementing in itself can be
useful when implementing a tree because the sequential way of implementing is
unusable with trees. This will be looked at in chapter 4.

Looking at solution Ie (the sequential list, addressed by pointer), this seems the most
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efficient way of implementing a list. The design is relatively simple, but the main
advantages are the useful way of addressing and the little amount of long data and
control lines, even when the amount of cells is considerable enlarged. Independent of
the number of cells, three control lines are needed. Especially in VLSI, this is a big
advantage. Also, the desired feature of executing the insert and delete commands in
one clock cycle has been hold.

Based on the former enumeration of advantages and disadvantages, solution Ie is
chosen to be the best solution. That is why this design is elaborated in the next
paragraph.

3.3.1 Elaboration of the sequential list, addressed by pointer (solution Ie)

As an extension of the already given design, IDaSS was used to simulate the design.
Therefor the design was put in IDaSS and the way this was done can be found in
figures 3.16 and 3.17. Figure 3.16 shows the toplevel (this is the entire design) while
figures 3.17 shows the contents of the three cells from figure 3.16. As can be seen,
the contents of the cell consist of the same elements as in figure 3.14, a register
(called data), a multiplexer, a control-block (called ctrl), the status register (SR) and
a buffer. Besides, a block called concat is added. 1bis was necessary to create a six
bit wide word which contains the three bit opcode and the status of SR, SR- and

SR+ which had to be passed to the control block. The other little rectangles
(inylus, in, in_min, etc) are connectors to the toplevel. Finally, the contents of the
elements in the design can be shown through viewers (the little strips in the
drawings). These viewers can be used to look what happens when the system is
simulated. When simulating the design with some of these test values, the results
came up to expectations.

Besides simulating the design in IDaSS, both the operation of the global and local
control blocks were put in VHDL and simulated too. The VHDL listing of the global
control can be found in appendix B1, while the VHDL listing of the local control can
be found in appendix B2. Simulation programs and its results for both control blocks
are shown in appendix B3. As can be seen, these results came up to the expectations
too.
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3.4 Applications of the hardware list and conclusions
concerning lists

First of all it has to be repeated that the intention of implementing data structures in
hardware (and in this case lists) was not to design multi purpose implementations.
The intention was to develop a design best for a certain application or algorithm. So
generally spoken, it is possible that for every distinct application or algorithm, you
need a different, and for that case optimal hardware design. In practice however,
there often is a solution that is (nearly) optimal for many applications. On this
moment, this generally optimal solution seems to be solution Ie. But when there is
an application or algorithm found for which it is not, the design has to be adjusted to
become a special purpose optimal design.

The applications of solution Ie are numerous. Except for databases where lists are
used very often, you can use them in all sort of applications where lists are used in
software, or for example to store incoming packets from different communication

/ channels when using protocols like X.25. The last application is illustrated in figure
3.18. There are two communication channels for which information packets are
delivered. These information packets have to be stored in the same queue. It is
possible (or even likely) that the information packets do not arrive in order, but they
have to be stored in the queue in order. Therefor lots of insert operations will occur
to insert arriving packets on the right place in the queue. When the packets have a
reference number, this can be used to order them and to insert them in the right
place by using this reference number as a position. So in this case, a design like
solution Ia would be better than solution Ie where a current element is used,
because here the positions are known and can be used to insert the packets. The
main advantage of implementing this application in hardware is that the many insert
operations can be done in one clock cycle in a fairly simple way.
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Figure 3.18 Application of the hardware list in a communication problem

In the last example concerning packets, the packets are stored in the list-cells in

registers. However when the packets are very large, this could be inefficient. In this

case it would be a better solution to store the packets in a common RAM and store

the address of this packet in the register in the list-cell. This can be done in every

applicatio~ for example in a database. The whole record of the database can be put
in the list-cell, but it is more efficient to store the record in common RAM and store

the address of the record in the list-cell. In this way you keep the high speed of the

hardware list but you do not have the high costs of many registers in a cell and
instead use a fairly cheap RAM to store the large amounts of data.

Another application where hardware lists are very useful is in merging two (or more)

sorted lists. The current way of merging two lists is to compare the two smallest

elements of both lists and put the smallest on a new list. This goes on until all
elements of both lists are in the new list. When list 1 contains n elements and list 2

contains m elements, this takes at least n+m clock cycles to compose the new list,

enlarged by at least as much clock cycles as the amount of elements in the smallest

list, and at most n+m-I clock cycles, needed to compare the elements.
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Using the hardware list, and especially solution lb (or a variant of this solution), this
can be done much faster. Now you take the longest list to be the 'head-list' and the
shortest list will be inserted in the 'head-list'. The smallest element of the shortest list
is compared with every element in the 'head-list'. This can be done in parallel. On
the right place, the element is inserted. This takes one clock cycle to insert, and one
clock cycle to compare. Continuing this for all the elements in the smallest list yields
to a new list, the result of merging the two initial lists. It is clear that this is a much
faster way. In this case the merging takes 2n clock cycles, n to insert and n to
compare, where n is the amount of elements in the smallest list. The disadvantage is
that the time needed to merge two lists is still depending on the size of the smallest
list.

Subjects concerning lists that can be examined in future research are the use of CAM
in implementing lists in hardware and the problem of an infinite list.
It is well known that CAM is a rather costly component for the time being. But in
some cases, like in the list where the addressing was done by order, it can be a better
solution to use a CAM or a CAM/RAM combination. This possibility is slightly
looked at and one solution for a sequential list addressed by position and by order is
developed. Figure 3.19 shows a not worked out design. A CAM word consist of two
parts; one containing the position of the element in the list and one containing the
matching data. The actions that have to be taken at the different commands are
listed below.

CLEAR:
INSERT(p,id):

INSERT(id):

Make every position-part equal to 0.
All p,d up to N,d become p+ 1,d up to N+ 1,d
(Where p,d is a CAM-word with p the position-part and d the data
part. N is the last element in the list)
Match on position-part = 0, take one of the matching CAM-words
and make the position-part = p and the matching data-part = 'id'
Match on data-part = 'id', return matching position p
All p,d up to N,d become p+ 1,d up to N+ 1,d
Match on position-part = 0, take one of the matching CAM-words
and make this position-part = p and the matching data-part = 'id'
When nothing matches on 'id', look for the minimal data greater
then 'id' and put the new element on this position
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DELETE(p): Match on position-part = p; make this position-part = 0

All p+ I,d up to N,d become p,d up to N-l,d

FIND(data): Match on data-part = 'data', return matching position

RETRIEVE(p): Match on position-part = p, return matching data

UPDATE(p,id): Match on position-part = p, replace matching data by 'id'

CAM
position

Control

data

Figure 3.19 A list implemented in hardware with use of a CAM

The applicability of this idea and the design itself have to be elaborated. For trees,

the use of CAM has been closer looked at and the results can be found in chapter 4.

The problem of the infinite list has not be looked at exhaustively yet. In hardware, a

list is always finite, because in a hardware block there is a finite amount of cells. The

problem can be solved by adding a list block every time you reach the limits of the

former hardware list. Another possibility is swapping the on a certain moment unused

data to disc and only put the part of the list, on which you want to execute some

operation, in the hardware list. This principle could be called a hardware window; a

window is put over the part of the data structure you need, and only this part is put

in hardware, the rest is stored on disc.
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4. Trees

4.1 Description of the principles of (binary) trees

(theoretical and in software)

A tree imposes a hierarchical structure on a collection of items. Familiar examples of
trees are genealogies and organization charts. Trees are used to help analyze
electrical circuits an to represent the structure of mathematical formulas. Trees also
arise naturally in many different areas of computer science. For example, trees are
used to organize information in database systems and to represent the syntactic
structure of source programs in compilers. There are many different variants of trees
like a binary tree, a m-ary tree, search trees, 2-3 trees, B-trees, etc. The exact
description of these trees can be found in literature, for instance in [ARaB?]. In the
following, the treatment of trees will be limited to binary trees.

A binary tree is a collection of elements called nodes, one of which is distinguished
as a root, along with a relation that places a hierarchical structure on the nodes. A
node, like an element of a list, can be of whatever type that is wanted. The most
important property of a binary tree is the recursiveness of its structure. A binary
(sub)tree is defined as either a root node, a left binary subtree, a right binary subtree
or a leaf. An example of a binary tree can be found in figure 4.1. Here, node 0 is the
root and the nodes 1 and 2 are the children of node O. On the other hand is node 0
the parent of nodes 1 and 2. This parent-child relation continues through the whole
tree with the restriction that the root does not have a parent and that the leaves do
not have children. Furthermore, nodes 1 and 2 are siblings, that is children of the
same node.

The height of a tree is defined as the longest path from the root to a leaf. So the
height of the tree in figure 4.1 is 4. A tree is called balanced when the height of the
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tree is minimal. For example, figures 4.2a and 4.2b show two trees with the same
number of nodes where 4.2a is a non-balanced tree and 4.2b is a balanced tree.

o

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Figure 4.1 An example of a binary tree

Figure 4.2 a) A non-balanced tree
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Often it is useful to associate a label, or value, with each node of a tree, in the same
way a value was associated with a list element. That is, the label of a node is not the

name of the node, but a value that is stored at the node. In some applications the
label of a node will be changed, while the name of the node remains the same.

When a tree is implemented in software, there are two methods commonly used.

That is the array representation and a pointer-based implementation. In the first case
the nodes of the binary tree are named 1,2,...,n and an array of records declared like

in figure 4.3 is used.

var

cellspace: array[l •• maxnodes] of record
leftchild: integer;
rightchild: integer;
parent: integer;
label: integer

end;

Figure 4.3 Array implementation of a binary tree.

The intention is that ceILspace[i).leftchild is the leftchild of node i, rightchild and

parent are analogous. A value of 0 in either field indicates the absence of a child or

parent. CeILspace[i).label represents the value stored at node i.

Instead of using arrays, there can be used pointers. This would look like figure 4.4.

type
node = record

leftchild: tnode;
rightchild: tnode;
parent: tnode;
label: integer

end

Figure 4.4 Pointer implementation of a binary tree.
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The most important operations on trees described in [BIN9l] are:
CLEAR(T): Makes T the null tree.
PARENT(T,n): This operation returns the parent of node n in tree T. If n is

the root, which has no parent, NULL is returned. In this
context, NULL is a "null node" and indicates that the
boundaries of the tree are reached.

LEFr_CHll.D(T,n): This operation returns the left child of node n in tree T and
returns NUlL when n does not have a left child.

RIGHT_SIBLING(T,n):This operation returns the right sibling of node n in tree T.
When the right sibling does not exist, NULL is returned.

LABEL(T,n): This operation returns the label of node n in tree T.
CREATE(T,Tl,T2,l): This operation creates a new node r with labell and give this

node as its children the roots of trees Tl and 1'2.
ROOT(T): This operation returns the node that is the root of tree T or

NULL if T is a null tree.

In this case, the operations are adjusted to the use on binary trees while in [BIN91]
the operations were meant for trees in general. Furthermore, two operations are
added, namely RIGHT CHILD(T,n) and LEFT SIBLING(T,n) with obvious- -
meanings.
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4.2 The hardware solutions found so far

Like with lists, the implementation of trees in software as described in section 4.1, is
often too slow in many applications because of the sequential nature of software.
Therefor it is tried to implement trees in hardware too.

As has been said before, at this moment only the binary tree will be dealt with. A
further restriction is the fact that only the representation of a tree in hardware and
the way to find the wanted data in this tree are concerned. So operations like insert,
delete, etc are left out of consideration for the time being.

In literature, there are some first steps found in implementing trees in hardware.
Important in this context are paragraph 8.4 in the book of Mead and Conway about
VLSI systems [MEA80] and the articles of Berkling [BER71], Minsky [MIN73] and
lipovsky [LIP72].

From these book and articles there are two main ways of implementing a tree in
hardware found;
1. Making use of the physical structure of the tree, this means no linear

memory but a tree-shaped memory.
2. Implementing the tree in a linear memory.

These two ways will be treated in the next two sections.

4.2.1 The tree in a tree-shaped memory

In [MEA80] a so called H-tree is introduced. In that case it is used to connect
processors in a binary tree-structure in a way easy to implement in VLSI. The same
can of course be done with registers. Instead of processors, registers together with
control-blocks are linked together in a tree-structure. An example is shown in figure
4.5. Here, R4 is the root of the tree and the RO's are the leaves. R4 can be linked to
a level higher, so the tree can be made larger.
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RO RO ~ RD
I I II

R1 f-- R2 f-- R1 R1 f-- R2 - R1
I I I I

RO RO RO RO

R3 I-- R4 - R3

RD RO RO RD
I I I I

R1 - R2 - R1 R1 - R2 f-- R1
I I I I

RO RD RO RD

Figure 4.5 The H-tree

Disadvantages of this way of implementing a tree are:

The limited depth because with every extra level, the width of the tree

doubles.

In one memory-block, only one tree can be stored.

The processing time is dependent on the depth of the tree, because for every

level there is a certain amount (one?) of clock cycles needed.

It is clear that this way of implementing a tree in hardware is only a proper one for

well-balanced and well-filled trees. Otherwise, a lot of registers are wasted because

they do take space but are not used.
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4.2.2 The tree in a linear memory

From the three articles mentioned and from the experiences with implementing lists
in hardware there are five possible solutions for implementing a tree in hardware
found. These five solutions will be treated in the next five sections.

4.2.2.1 A tree in hardware based on Bedding
In the article of KJ. Berlding [BER71] (called 'a computing machine based on tree
structures'), he uses a physical memory with the tree structure intrinsic to the address
representation. Therefor he invented a clever way of addressing the elements in a
tree. The principle of this way of addressing is that the left son of node n has number
'bz +0 and the right son of node n has number 2n + 1. This is illustrated in figure 4.6.
Note that not every node has to be in use.

Figure 4.6 Node numbering in the 'Berkling-tree'

When a binary representation of the node numbers is taken, the two successor

functions and the predecessor function become trivial shift operations. The root of
the tree maps into address 1; the location addressed by 0 does not belong to the tree
structure. Figure 4.7 shows the basic unit that performs address computations. The
LR (left or right successor) flip-flop determines whether a 0 or a 1 will be shifted
into MAR. The UD (up or down, i.e. predecessor or successor) flip-flop determines
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whether the contents of MAR/LR is shifted to left or right when the signal shift

arrives. A right shift sets LR according to the overflowing bit, a left shift leaves LR
unchanged. Hence, after the shift operation has been performed, the state of
{UD,LR} indicates one of the four possible ways to get to the current element

indicated by the contents of MAR: from below left, from below right, from above left

or from above right. At least one bit (a NL bit, Le. node leaf) will have to distinguish

between node and leaf symbols.

before

after

MAR
0110010t---T-i

110010 11

step

Figure 4.7 The basic unit for address computation

An advantage of this way of implementing a tree in hardware is that through this
addressing mechanism it is very easy to execute several commands on different parts

of a tree on the same time. Because it is often very likely that a left sub-tree is
independent of a right sub-tree, these two sub-trees can be treated at the same time,

in parallel (see figure 4.8). So this way of implementing a tree supports parallelism

and thus increases speed of operations on trees.

Another advantage with this addressing mechanism is that at the same time several

levels can be comprised. For instance the commands:
LEFT_CHILD(LEFT_CHILD(LEFT_CHILD(...») = 2·2· ...• 2n

PARENT(PARENT(PARENT(...») = LVzLVz...LVmJJJJJ
LEFT_CHllJ)(RIGHT_CHILD) = 2(2n + 1)

etc.
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Figure 4.8 Serial and parallel processing of a tree

A disadvantage is the utilization of storage. The addressing mechanism favors
complete trees. In reality, however, they will be quite irregular. The memory address
register is of finite length, limiting the number of levels in the complete tree. Thus
the unoccupied sub-trees of every leaf symbol are unusable unless the system keeps a
record of them for later use.

With this addressing mechanism, a design has been made. The idea is to use a RAM
in which the data will be stored. The number of the node is now the address of a
RAM-word. When you want to store more trees in one RAM-block or the root
(which has number 1) can not be placed in the RAM-word with address '1', it is
possible to use a table in which the number of a node in a certain tree is translated
in a RAM-address. It is clear, however, that these translations take extra clock cycles,
and thus slow down the execution speed at certain commands. This can be avoided
by using a CAM/RAM combination where the number n of a node is stored in the
CAM and the matching information in the RAM. Now you can immediately match
on the number of a node, and in case of more trees in one memory, you can match
on a tree number/node number combination. This takes no extra time (though extra
hardware) and the translation table is superfluous.
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Because it is necessary to know whether a node is part of the tree, is a leaf, has a
right child, has a left child or has both a left and a right child, the three most
significant bits of a RAM- (or CAM-) word are used to indicate one of these five
possibilities. The three bits are called the status bits (sb) and have the following
meaning:

sb node
000 leaf
001 has right child
010 has left child
011 has both left and right child
111 not a part of the tree

Figure 4.9 shows the design, consisting of a RAM (which can be replaced by a
CAM/RAM combination) and a control block.

The actions that will be performed on the possible commands are:
CLEAR(T): Set all sb to 111.

PARENT(T,n): Return the half of n, rounded down (= W211J)
When n = 1, the node n is the root, and does not have a
parent. When sb(n) = 111, the node is not a part of the tree,
send an error message.

LEFf_CHILD(T,n): Return two times n (=2n)
Only legal when sb(n) =010 or sb(n) =011, otherwise send an
error message.

RIGHT_CHILD(T,n): Return two times n plus 1 (=2n+1)

Only legal when sb(n) =001 or sb(n) =011, otherwise send an
error message.

LEFf_SIBLING(T,n): When n is odd, return n-1, otherwise send an error message.
When sb(n) =111, the node is not a part of the tree, send an
error message, when sb(n-1) = 111, the left sibling is not a
part of the tree, return NULL.

RIGHT_SIBUNG(T,n):When n is even, return n+ 1, otherwise send an error
message.
When sb(n) =111, the node is not a part of the tree, send an
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ROOT(T):
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error message, when sb(n+ 1)=111, the right sibling is not a
part of the tree, return NULL.
Return the data stored on number n.
When sb(n) =111, send an error message.
The root in this addressing mechanism is always equal to 1,
so return the value 1.

The command CREATE(T,T1,T2) is not very easy to carry out. It is necessary to
work with a translation table where node numbers are translated to addresses. At the
command CREATE, the translation table has to be changed considerable, so that the
simple formulas to compute parents and children of the nodes still work out right.
But all this depends on the places of the two trees in the RAM and the way of
translating them in the translation table. When a CAM/RAM combination is used,
the contents of the CAM (the tree number/node number combinations) have to be
changed completely.

Control

Figure 4.9 A tree in hardware based on Berlding
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4.2.2.2 A tree in hardware based on Minsky
The way of implementing a tree in hardware described in the article of N. Minsky

[MIN73] (called 'representation of binary trees') looks very much like Berldings
method. Here, the nodes of a binary tree are uniquely identified by the pair (l,k); 1 is
the depth level of the node, namely, the length of the path leading from the root to
the node. And k is the maximal number of nodes in levell which can precede (l,k) in
left to right order. 'This is illustrated in figure 4.10. Note that for a given l, k ranges
between oand 2/-1.

(0,0)

(2,0) (2,1)

k
>

(2,2) (2,3)

Figure 4.10 Node numbering in the 'Minsky-tree'

When you store a tree in this way in a RAM, a translation table is needed to

translate a pair (l,k) to a RAM address. It is also possible to store the two numbers
(l,k) in a C.l\M and the information part in an associated RAM so that a node can be
found immediately.

Walking through the tree is similar to the way this is done in the Berlding-method.

For each node (l,k) the coordinates of its close relatives can be computed very easy.
For instance, the left son of node (l,k) is (l+ 1,2k) and the right son is (l+ 1,2k+ 1).

Therefor, it is possible to get directly to anyone of the relatives of a node, moreover,
it is possible to get directly to distant relatives of a node since the coordinates of
these distant relatives can be computed in the same recursive way as in the Berlding
method.
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In tbis method also, it is necessary to add three status bits (sb) in wbich can be
stored whether a node does exist in the tree, is a leaf, has a right son, a left son or
both a left and right son. Furthermore, the design is the same as in section 4.2.2.1, a
RAM (or a RAM/CAM-combination) and a controller. The actions that will be
performed on the possible commands are:
CLEAR(T): Set all sb to 11l.

PARENT(T,(l,k»: Return (l-l,[V2kD as the parent of (1,k). When 1=0,

send an error message.
LEFf_CHILD(T,(l,k»: Return (1 +1,2k) as the left cbild of (1,k).

Only legal when sb(l,k) =010 or sb(l,k) =011,

otherwise send an error message.
RIGHT_CHILD(T,(l,k»: Return (1 +1,2k+ 1) as the right child of (1,k).

Only legal when sb(l,k) =001 or sb(l,k) =011,

otherwise send an error message.
LEFf_SlliLING(T,(l,k»: When k is odd, return (1,k-1), otherwise send an

error message.
When sb(l,k) =111, the node is not a part of the tree,
send an error message, when sb(1,k-1)=111, the left
sibling is not a part of the tree, return NUll.
When k is even, return (1,k + 1), otherwise send an
error message.
When sb(l,k)=lll, the node is not a apart of the
tree, send an error message, when sb(l,k + 1) =111,
the right sibling is not a apart of the tree, return
NULL.

Return the data stored in the RAM on the address
matching to (1,k).

When sb(l,k) =111, send an error message.
The root in this addressing method is always equal to
(0,0), so return (0,0) as the root of tree T.

Also in tbis case, the command CREATE(T,Tl,TI) is not very easy to carry out. Uke
in section 4.2.2.1 the translation table has to be changed completely if you use a
RAM. If you use a CAM/RAM combination, all the contents of the CAM (the
numbers 1,k) have to be changed.
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4.2.2.3 A tree in hardware based on Lipovsky

The method described by G.J. Lipovsky in his article [LIP72] (called 'data structures

in context-addressed cellular memories') is quite different from the former two. He

uses a linear array of identical cells containing memory and processing capabilities.

Each cell contains a register in which a word is stored (see figure 4.11). By means of

a channel, an instruction is broadcast to all cells simultaneously from an external

source. This instruction is capable of searching the words in all cells simultaneously

for some specific content. A one-bit communication path, called a rail, connect

neighbouring cells. By means of this rail, the results of a search in one cell can be

sent to a neighbouring cell for evaluation. Another instruction is capable of

simultaneously evaluating the results of some searches in all cells. An exact

description of this mechanism would go too far and can be found in the already

mentioned article.

channel

~ cell 1/ '" cell "" '" cell ~I" , ... '"

rail

Figure 4.11 The linear array memory from Lipovsky

When studying the working of the mechanism, it becomes evident that this

mechanism is not applicable in practice. A long row of switches to form the rail is

needed, so the information can ripple through. When these switches are implemented

as transistors, it is impossible to connect a lot of them in a row without adding some

amplifiers and besides, this implementation will introduce a large delay. Another

possibility would be to use relais', but it is impossible to implement relais' on a chip.

Therefor, this solution is discarded and will not be elaborated further.
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4.2.2.4 A tree implemented in a CAMfRAM combination
This solution makes use of specific properties of the associative memory. A tree can
be stored in a CAM/RAM combination as follows. In a CAM-word the node number
and the number of the father are stored, in the matching RAM-word the data is
stored. So the father of a node is known immediately because it is in the same CAM
word as the node number itself. The children of a node can be found by matching
with the node number on the father number field of all nodes. The nodes that match,
while their father is the current node are thus the children of this current node. An
extra CAM-bit ('T) is necessary to indicate whether a node is part of the tree. The
design can be found in figure 4.12 and consists of a CAM, a RAM and a controller.

CAM RAM

T node nr. father nr. data
"-
./

"-
/'

"-
/'

Control

Figure 4.12 A tree implemented in a CAM/RAM combination

A disadvantage of this mechanism is the absence of the distinction between left and
right child, it can be found out only what the children are, not their left to right
sequence.
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Advantages are that this solution can be used for other than binary trees too and that
it is very suitable for badly filled or incomplete trees.

The actions that have to be performed on the possible commands are:
CLEAR(T): Set all the extra CAM-bits to '0', indicating that they are not

a part of the tree.
PARENT(T,n): The parent number of node n is in the same CAM-word as

node n.
ClllLD(T,n): Match on father number with node number n. If nothing

matches, the node n is a leaf.
SffiLING(T,n): Match on father number with the father number of node n.

If nothing matches, the node n has no siblings.
LABEL(T,n): Match on node number n and return the matching RAM

word.
ROOT(T): Match on father number with '0'. There does not exist a

node with number '0', so the node with father number '0' has

no father and thus is the root.
CREATE(T,Tl,T2): Create a new CAM-word by taking a CAM-word with extra

bit '0' and change this extra bit to '1'. Give this new word a

not yet existing node number and father number '0' (because

it is the new root and a root has father number '0'). Change
the father numbers of the root nodes of Tl and 1'2 from '0'

to the new node number.

4.2.2.5 A tree implemented with hardware pointers
This is in fact an extension of solution 2a from the list implementations, the linked

list addressed by position. In that case, there was added an extra register in every cell
which contains the address of the successor of the list element in the cell. In case of

a binary tree, every cell should contain, besides the data register, at least two address
registers, one for the address of the left child and one for the address of the right

child. There is stated 'at least' because with two address registers containing the

addresses of the children, it is only possible to walk through the tree top-down. When
it is necessary to walk through the tree bottom-up too, another extra address register
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has to be added to store the parent of the node. So, per cell there are four registers
needed, one data register and three address registers.

All the addressing of the cells have to take place via one or more address decoders
and address busses. This will take many long lines or busses and many clock cycles
per operation although the last is independent of the size of t}1e tree. Because this

will become a very complex and large design, it has not been worked out yet.
Question is whether it is useful to work out this design. Probably it is better to use
one of the former and more simple designs, because they have the same functionality
and at least no worse performance.
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4.3 Recommendations and conclusions concerning trees

In this chapter, a first step to implementing trees in hardware is made. It shows that
a solution with a linear memory like RAM or CAM seems to give the best results,
better then with using identical cells. Because the ideas are not completely worked
out yet, it is hard to choose the best solution. However, it is likely that ~he solutions
from sections 4.2.2.3 (the hardware tree based on Upovsky) and 4.2.2.5 (the tree
implemented with hardware pointers) can be abandoned because they bring up to
many problems. The other four solutions (the H-tree, the hardware trees based on
Berkling and Minsky and the tree implemented through a CAM/RAM combination)
have to be developed further, all of them are possible best solutions, probably
dependent on the application of the tree.

It is possible to say something about the disadvantage concerning utilization of
storage that was mentioned at the trees based on. Berkling and Minsky. As has been
said before, this addressing mechanism favors complete trees. In reality, however,
they will be quite irregular. The memory address register is of finite length, limiting
the number of levels in the complete tree. Thus the unoccupied subtrees of every leaf
symbol are unusable unless the system keeps a record of them for later use. Before
looking for a solution, it is instructive to compare the proposed implementation to a
conventional one using pointers.

A binary tree would need for every node three registers in excess of the data register
to hold pointers to the predecessor and to the successors, and one register in excess
for each leaf to hold a pointer to the predecessor. This not only increases storage
requirements by a factor of about three, but also increases processing since each
pointer has to be determined and loaded. Leaving out the pointers to the
predecessors reduces the excess storage requirements to a factor of two. But now an
additional mechanism to traverse a tree is needed, namely a pushdown stack to hold
pointers enabling the traversal to go back to predecessor nodes. Again, additional
space -though temporarily- and processing are needed.
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Therefor, even if the proposed method utilizes only 30 percent of the storage, it
would still be superior because of the efficient addressing scheme. The worst case is
obviously a tree where one successor of every node is a leaf symbol. This tree
requires for n levels 2n-1 registers, the complete tree 2"-1 registers. The storage

utilization u =(2n-1) /2"-1) for various n is shown in the following table.

Table 4.1 Storage utilization, as a function of the number of levels n.

n

u(percent)

3

71

4

47

5

29

6

17

7

10

8

6

9

3

Since worst case design is usually too conservative, complete trees with six to eight
levels may be a good compromise. The memory can thus be organized in pages with
64 to 256 words, respectively. A mechanism that maintains a list of free pages is
constructed and any address consists of a page identification and a tree identification.
Page transitions consist of bidirectional pointer pairs to allow traversal to successors
and predecessors. The compromise implies some processing of pointers, but this is
sharply reduced compared to an implementation with pointers only. The free subtrees
below leaves remain free, so a leaf can be replaced by a tree. It is clear that the page

transitions must be invisible to the user.

A last consideration concerning trees is whether tree structures are really necessary
or just an easy to use visual structure. In many cases it is possible in a fairly simple

way to transform a tree structure in, for instance, a list structure. The answer to this

question has not been found yet. It could be very useful to answer this question first

and when the answer is that tree structures are inevitable, continuing with the
implementation of trees in hardware.
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5 Overall survey
recommendations

of conclusions and

By implementing data structures in hardware, a great gain of speed can be obtained,
up to one operation on the data structure per clock cycle. In this master thesis, an
attempt was made to implement a (linked-)list and a tree in hardware. For both data
structures, several solutions are given. In case of the list, the solution that seems to
be the best has been elaborated. However, the solutions that are given, are not
exhaustive; there certainly are more solutions. Because the task was not to design a
multi-purpose hardware list, there is a great possibility that in case of other
applications another design has to be made. Meanwhile, some applications of the
hardware list are described. Subjects concerning lists that can be examined in future
research are the use of CAM in implementing lists in hardware and the problem of
an infinite list.

Concerning the tree, several designs for implementing a binary tree in hardware are
given too. But these designs are not worked out completely yet. That is why no best
solution has been chosen at this moment. It seems however, that a design using a
CAM or a RAM will give the best performance in the simplest way. A problem that
came up a few times was the problem of the wastage of memory with badly filled or
balanced trees. But when a closer look is taken it appears that this wastage is less
compared to the implementation where pointers are used. An important matter is
whether tree structures are really necessary or just an easy to use visual structure. It
would be interesting to find a proper answer to this question.

Although several problems came up when trying to implement data structures in
hardware, the advantages certainly will payoff, especially when hardware components
become cheaper and cheaper. It is therefor very important to continue this research
and try to really make a chip out of one of the designs to verify the theoretical
improvement of operation speed.
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There are some data structures that have not been tried yet to implement in
hardware, for example the graph structure. Another extension could be not only to
implement a data structure in hardware but also the algorithms the data structure is
used for. R. Wientjes [WIE92] has done some research on the last part together with
a design method for implementing data structures in hardware. It is essential to study
both this report and the report of R. Wientjes, because these two reports came about
in strong co-operation.
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Appendix A

Appendix A

Appendix A contains a description of the actions that have to be performed by the
control-blocks for the four given solutions (1a, 1b, 2a and 1c) in pseudo-pascaL

AI. The sequential list, addressed by position (solution la)
The actions that will be performed by the control-block for the possible commands:

CLEAR: count: =0;
empty: =true;

INSERT(p): if count =0 then empty:=false;
if full =true then "do nothing";

elsif p>count thenp:=count+ 1;
celly_etrl: =load_in;

count: =count+ 1;
if count =MAXLEN then full: = true;

else celly_etrl: =load_in;
for i=p+ 1 to count do

cell_i_ctrl: =load_in-;
count: = count+ 1;
if count=MAXLEN then full:=true;

DELETE(p): if empty=true then "do nothing";
elsif p >count then

else

"do nothing";
for i=p to count-1 do

cell_i_etrl: =load_in +;
count; =count-1;
if count =0 then empty: =true;

RETRIEVE(p): bufY _en: = 1;

UPDATE(p): celly_ctrl: =load_in;
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A2. The sequential list, addressed by order (solution Ib)
The actions that will be performed by the control-block for the possible commands:

CLEAR: count: =0;

empty: = true;

data_in: = MAXNUM;

for i =1 to MAXLEN do cell i ctrl: =load in

INSERT(data): if full =true then "do nothing";
elsif count = 0 thenempty: = false;

cell_1_ctrl: = load_in;
count: = count + 1;

if count=MAXLEN then full: = true

else cmp_en: = 1;

if ins_x=1 then celly:_ctrl: =load_in;

for i=x+ 1 to count do

cell_i_ctrl: = load_in-;

count: = count + 1;

if count = MAXLEN then full: = true

DELETE, RETRIEVE and UPDATE are equal to the sequential list addressed by
position.
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A3. The linked-list, addressed by position (solution 2a)
The actions that will be performed by the control-block for the possible commands:

CLEAR: address: = 0;

ctrl_TEMP: = address_in;

ctrl_FIRST: = address_in;

ctrl_CURR: = address_in;

address: = 1;

ctrl_AVAIL: = address_in;

ctrl_ADDRESS: = en_I_active;

for i =2 to MAXLEN do

begin address: = i;

ctrl_CELL: = address_in_en_1;

ctrl_ADDRESS: = disable_en_I;

ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_I_active;

end

etrl ADDRESS: =disable en 1

INSERT(p): if count = MAXLEN then full: =true

elsif p> count+1 then "do nothing"

elsif count = 0 then ctrl_AVAIL: = address_out;

ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_l_active;

ctrl_CEll: = address_out_en_1;

ctrl_TEMP: = address_in;

address: = NULL;
ctrl_CEll: = address_in_en_I;

ctrl_AVAIL: = address_out;

ctrl_FIRST: = address_in;

etrl_CURR: = address_in;

CURR_POS: =1;

ctrl_TEMP: = address_out;

ctrl_AVAIL: = address_in;

ctrl_ADDRESS: = disable_en_I;

count: =count+ 1
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elsif p == 1 then etrl_AVAIL: == address_out;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_I_active;
ctrl_CELL: =address_out_en_1;
ctrl_TEMP: =address_in;
ctrl_CURR: =address_out;
etrl_CELL: =address_in_en_1;
etrl_AVAIL: =address_out;
ctrl_FIRST: =address_in;
ctrl_TEMP: =address_out;
ctrl_AVAIL: =address_in;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =disable_en_I;
count: =count+1

elsif p == count+1 then ctrl_AVAIL: =address_out;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_I_active;
ctrl_CELL: =address_out_en_1;
ctrl_TEMP: =address_in;
ctrl_CURR: =address_out;
etrl_ADDRESS: =en_2_active;
ctrl_AVAIL: ==address_out;
ctrl_CELL: =address_in_en_2;

etrl_TEMP: =address_out;
ctrl_AVAIL: =address_in;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =disable_en_I;
etrl_ADDRESS: =disable_en_2;

count: =count+1
elsif p >CURR_pas thenctrl_CURR: =address_out;

i: =p-CURR paS-I;
while i < > 0 do

begin ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_I_active;
ctrl_CELL: =address_out_en_1;
i:=i-l;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =disable_en_I;

end;
ctrl_CURR: =address_in;
CURR_pas: =p;
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ctrl_AVAIL: =address_out;
ctrl_ADDRESS: = en_I_active;
ctrl_CELL: = address_out_en_1;

ctrl_TEMP: =address_in;
ctrl_CURR: =address_out;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_2_active;
ctrl_CELL: =address_out_en_2;
ctrl_CELL: =address_in_en_1;

ctrl_AVAIL: =address_out;
ctrl_CELL: =address_in_en_2;
etrl_TEMP: = address_out;
ctrl_AVAIL: =address_in;
ctrl_ADDRESS: = disable_en_I;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =disable_en_2;
count: =count+ 1

else ctrl_FIRST: =address_out;
i: =p-2;
while i< >0 do

begin ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_I_active;
ctrl_CELL: =address_out_en_1;
i:=i-l;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =disable_en_I;

end;

ctrl_CURR: = address_in;
CURR_POS: =p;
ctrtAVAIL: =address_out;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_I_active;
ctrl_CELL: = address_out_en_I;
ctrl_TEMP: = address_in;
ctrl_CURR: = address_out;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_2_active;
ctrl_CELL: =address_out_en_2;

ctrl_CELL: = address_in_en_I;
etrl_AVAIL: = address_out;
ctrl_CEll: = address_in_en_2;
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ctrl_TEMP: =address_out;
ctrl_AVAIL: =address_in;
etrl_ADDRESS: =disable_e11.-1;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =disable_en_2;

count: =count +1

DELETE(p): if count =0 then empty: =true;
elsif p >count then "do nothing"
elsif p= 1 then etrl_FIRST: =address_out;

ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_I_active;
ctrl_CELL: =address_out_en_1;
ctrl_TEMP: =address_in;
ctrl_AVAIL: =address_out;
etrl_CELL: =address_in_en_I;
ctrl_FIRST: =address_out;
ctrl_AVAIL: =address_in;
etrl_TEMP: =address_out;
ctrI_FIRST: =address_in;
count: =count+1;

elsif p =count then if CURR_POS < >count then
etrl_CURR: =address_out;
i: =p-CURR_POS-l;
while i< >0 do
begin ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_I_active;

etrl_CELL: =address_out_en_1;

i: =i-1;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =disable_en_I;

end;
ctrl_CURR: =address_in;
CURR_POS: =p-l;
ctrl_CURR: =address_out;
etrl_ADDRESS: =en_I_active;
ctrl_CELL: =address_out_en_1;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_2_active;
ctrl_AVAIL: = address_out;
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etrl_CELL: = addressIn_en_2;

etrl_CELL: = address_out_en_1;

etrl_A VAll..: = address_in;

address: = NULL;

etrl_CELL: = address_in_en_I;

etrl_ADDRESS: = disable_en_I;

ctrl_ADDRESS:-disable_en_2;

count: =COllI,!-1;
else etrI_FIRST: = address_out;

i: =p-2;

while i< >0 do

begin etrl_ADDRESS: =en_I_active;

ctrl_CELL: = address_out_en_I;

i: =i-l;

etrl_ADDRESS: = disable_en_1;

end;

etrl_CURR: = address_in;

CURR_POS: =p-l;

etrtCURR: = address_out;

etrl_ADDRESS: = en_I_active;

ctrl_CELL: = address_out_en_1;

ctrl_ADDRESS: = en_2_active;

etrl_A VAll..: = address_out;

etrl_CELL: =address_in_en_2;

ctrl_CELL: = address_out_en_I;

ctrl_AVAll..: = address_in;

address: = NULL;

ctrl_CELL: = address_in_en_I;

etrl_ADDRESS: = disable_en_1;

etrl_ADDRESS:-disable_en_2;

count: = count-1;

elsif p >CURR_POS thenctrl_CURR: =address_out;

i: =p-CURR POS-l;

while i< >0 do

begin ctrl_ADDRESS: = en_l_active;
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ctrl_CELL:=address_out_en_l;
i: =i-l;

ctrl_ADDRESS: =disable_en_I;
end;

ctrtCURR: =address_in;
CURR_POS:=p-l;
ctrl_CURR: =address_out;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_I_active;
ctrl_CELL: =address_out_en_1;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_2_active;
ctrl_CELL: =address_out_en_2;
ctrl_TEMP: =address_in;
ctrl_AVAIL: =address_out;
ctrl_CELL: =address_in_en_2;
ctrl_CELL: =address_out_en_1;
ctrl_AVAIL: =address_in;
ctrl_TEMP: =address_out;
ctrl_CELL: =address_in_en_I;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =disable_en_I;
ctrl_ADDRESS:-disable_en_2;
count: =count-I;

else ctrl_FIRST: =address_out;
i: =p-2;
while i< >0 do

begin ctrl_ADDRESS:=en_l_active;
ctrl_CELL: =address_out_en_I;
i:=i-l;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =disable_en_I;

end;

ctrl_CURR: =address_in;
CURR_POS: =p-l;
ctrl_CURR: =address_out;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_I_active;
ctrl_CELL: =address_out_en_1;
ctrl_ADDRESS: =en_2_active;
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ctrl_CELL: = address_out_en_2;

ctrl_TEMP: =address_in;

ctrl_AVAIL: = address_out;

etrtCELL: = address_in_en_2;

etrl_CELL: = address_out_en_I;

etrl_AVAIL: = address_in;

etrl_TEMP: = address_out;

ctrl_CELL: = address_in_en_1;

etrl_ADDRESS: =disable_en_I;
ctrtADDRESS:-disable_en_2;

count: = count-I;
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A4. The sequential list, addressed by pointer (solution Ie)
The actions that will be performed by the local control for the possible commands:

INSERT:

DELETE:

CLEAR:

SELFIRST:

SELNEXT:

SELPREV:

if SR = 1 then "do nothing"

elsif SR = 0 and SR-l = 1 then load in
elsif SR = 0 and SR-l = 0 then load in-

if SR = 1 then "do nothing"

elsif SR = 0 and (SR-l = 1 or SR-l = 0) then load_in+

SR:= 0

SR:= 0

if SR = 0 and SR-l = 1 then SR := 1
else "do nothing"

if SR = 1 and SR + 1 = 0 then SR := 0
else "do nothing"

UPDATE: if SR = 0 and SR-l = 1 then load in
else "do nothing"

RETRIEVE if SR = 0 and SR-l = 1 then 'enable buffer:
else "do nothing"

The actions that will be performed by the global control for the possible commands:

IN"SERT: if empty = true then empty := false

if full = true then "do nothing"
count := count + 1;

length: = count;

if count = MAXLEN then full := true
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DELETE: if full = true then full := false
if empty = true then "do nothing"

count := count - 1;
length : = count;

if count = 0 then empty := true

CLEAR: count: = 0;
empty : = true;

full := false;
length : = count

An additional task of the global control is to translate the given commands

(=opcodes) in a three bit wide control-signal ctri_cell, like described in paragraph
3.2.4.
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Appendix B contains the VHDL descriptions of the global and local control blocks of
the sequential list, addressed by pointer (solution Ic) together with the simulation
programs and its results.

Bl. The VHDL description of the global control

PACKAGE eontrolJlackage IS
TYPE opcode_list IS (Clear, Insert, Delete, Update, Retrieve, SelPrev, SelNext); END

eontrolJlackage; -- permitted opcodes

USE work.controIJlackageALL;

ENTITY controller IS

GENERIC (

CONSTANT max/en: integer: = 10

);

PORT (

elk: IN bit;

en: IN bit;

opeode : IN opcode_list;
empty: OUT boolean;

full: OUT boolean;
length: OUT integer

);
END controller;

-- description global control

-- max. number of places in the list

-- clock
-- enable

-- opcode
-- list empty?

-- list full?
-- number of elements in list
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ARCHITECfURE behaviour OF controller IS

BEGIN

controlyrocess:

PROCESS

VARIABLE count : integer: = 0;

VARIABLE empty_var : boolean: = true;

VARIABLE full_var : boolean: = false;

Appendix B

-- behaviour of global control

-- counter, counts number of elements in list

-- list is empty at the beginning

-- list is not full at beginning

BEGIN

empty < = empty_var;

full < = full_var;

length < = count;

IF elk = '0' THEN WAIT UNTIL elk = '1';
IF en = '1' TIffiN

CASE opcode IS

WHEN insert = >
empty < = false;

empty_var := false;

ASSERT full var = false

REPORT "list full"

SEVERITY Error;

count := count + 1;

length < = count;

IF count = maxlen THEN

full_var := true;

full < = true;

END IF;
WHEN delete = >

full < = false;

full_var := false;

ASSERT empty_var = false

REPORT "list empty"

SEVERITY Error;

count := count - 1;

length < = count;

IF count = 0 THEN

empty_var ;= true;
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-- note the difference between a variable and a

-- signal

-- length equals the number of elements

-- wait until clock is active

-- and controller enabled

-- depending on the opcode

-- when opcode = INSERT:

-- when list full, send error message and quit

-- (this can be done in a more proper way)

-- increment number of elements in the list

-- when number of elements equals MAXLEN
-- full becomes true

-- when opcode = DELETE

-- when list was full,
-- not anymore

-- when list empty, send err. message and quit

-- (this can be done in a more proper way)

-- decrement number of elements in the list

-- when number of elements equal 0

-- empty becomes true



empty < = true;

END IF;
WHEN clear =>

count:= 0;
empty_var := true;

empty < = true;

full_var := false;

full < = false;

length < = count;

END CASE;

END IF;
END IF;

WAIT ON elk;

END PROCESS controlJlrocess;

END behaviour;
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- when opcode = CLEAR

-- set number of elements to 0,

-- empty to true

-. and full to false
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B2. The VHDL description of the local control

-- There are four states that represent the contents of the statusregisters SR-1, SR and SR+1.

-- This statusregisters have to be read in first after which the right state can be determined.
-- The four states are: 000, 100, 110, 11I.
-- The permitted opcodes are: Clear, Insert, Delete, Update, Retrieve, SeIPrev and SelNext.

PACKAGE listyackage IS

TYPE opcode_list IS (Clear, Insert, Delete, Update, Retrieve, SeIPrev, SelNext);

TYPE state IS (sl00, sOOO, s110, s111); -- the four states

END listyackage;

USE work.listyackageALL;
ENTITY list controller IS

PORT (

elk: IN bit;
en: IN bit;

opcode : IN opcode_list;

load_in: OUT boolean;

load_min: OUT boolean;

loadylus: OUT boolean;
en buf: OUT boolean

);
END list_controller;
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-- description local control

-- clock
-- enable
-- Actually, the opcode is represented through
-- a three bit wide word

-- load external data
-- load data from predecessor

-- load data from successor
-- enable output buffer



ARClllTECfURE specification OF list_controller IS

SIGNAL present_state: state;

BEGIN

listyrocess:

PROCESS

BEGIN

load_in < = false;

load_min < = false;

loadylus < = false;

en_buf < = false;

IF elk = '0' THEN WAIT UNTIL elk = '1';
IF en = '1' THEN

CASE present_state IS

WHENs111=>

IF opcode = clear THEN

present_state < = sOOO;

END IF;

WHENs110=>

CASE opcode IS

WHEN clear = >

present_state < = sOOO;

WHEN selprev = >

present_state < = sl00;

END CASE;

WHEN sOOO = >

CASE opcode IS

WHEN insert = >

load_min < = TRUE;

WHEN delete = >

loadylus < = TRUE;

END CASE;

WHEN sl00 =>

CASE opcode IS

WHEN selnext = >
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-- behaviour of local control

-- initialize all outputs to false

-- wait until clock becomes active

-- and controller is enabled

-- depending on the present state:

-- when present state = 111

-- only interesting when opcode is CLEAR

-- set present state to 000

-- when present state = 110

-- when opcode = CLEAR

-- set present state to 000
-- when opcode = SELPREV

-- set present state to 100

-- when other opcode: no actions

-- when present state = 000

-- when opcode = INSERT

-- load data predecessor

-- when opcode = DELETE
-- load data successor

-- when other opcode: no actions

-- when present state = 100

-- when opcode = SELNEXT



present state < = s110;

WHEN clear = >
present_state < = sOOO;

WHEN delete = >
loadylus < = TRUE;

WHEN retrieve = >
en_buf < = TRUE;

WHEN insert Iupdate = >
load_in < = TRUE;

END CASE;

END CASE;

END IF;

END IF;

WAIT ON clk.;

END PROCESS listyrocess;

END specification;
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-- set present state to 110

-- when opcode = CLEAR

-- set present state to 000

-- when opcode = DELETE

-- load data successor

-- when opcode = RETRIEVE
-- enable output buffer

- when opcode = INSERT or UPDATE

-- load external data

- when other opcode: no actions
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B3. Simulation programs and results

The simulation program for testing the global control:

# Loading C:\VHDL\std.standard
# Loading work.controlyackage

# Loading work.controller(behaviour)

list elk opcode empty length {means: show the signals elk, opcode, empty and length}

force elk 1100, 0 200 -repeat 200 {define elk as an alternating signal with period 200}
force en 1 {activate controller enable}

force opcode insert 100, insert 300, delete 500, delete 700 -repeat 800 {make opcode two times}
{'insert' and two times 'delete'; repeat}

run 1800 {run this program during 1800 time units}

The matching results:

us elk opcode empty length us elk opcode empty length

0 0 clear false -2147483648 900 1 insert false 1

0 0 clear true 0 1000 0 insert false 1

100 1 insert true 0 1100 1 insert false 1

100 1 insert false 1 1100 1 insert false 2

200 0 insert false 1 1200 0 insert false 2

300 1 insert false 1 1300 1 delete false 2

300 1 insert false 2 1300 1 delete false 1
400 0 insert false 2 1400 0 delete false 1

500 1 delete false 2 1500 1 delete false 1
500 1 delete false 1 1500 1 delete true 0

600 0 delete false 1 1600 0 delete true 0
700 1 delete false 1 1700 1 insert true 0

700 1 delete true 0 1700 1 insert false 1

800 0 delete true 0 1800 0 insert false 1

900 1 insert true 0
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The simulation program for testing the global control:

# Loading C:\VHDL\std.standard

# Loading work.controlyackage

# Loading work.list_controller(specification)

list elk opcode load)n load_min loadylus en_buf present_state
force elk 1100, 0 200 -repeat 200

force en 1
force opcode delete

run

force opcode retrieve

run
force opcode retrieve

run

force opcode insert

run
force opcode insert

run

force opcode selnext

run 200

force opcode selprev

run 200

force opcode clear

run 200
force opcode insert

run 200

force opcode delete

run 200
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The matching results:

ns cl.k opcode load in load min loadJllus en but present_state

0 0 clear false false false false sl00

0 0 delete false false false false sl00

100 1 delete false false false false sl00

100 1 delete false false true false sl00

100 1 retrieve false false true false sl00

200 0 retrieve false false true false sl00

200 0 retrieve false false false false sl00

300 1 retrieve false false false false sl00

300 1 retrieve false false false true sl00

300 1 insert false false false true sl00

400 0 insert false false false true sl00

400 0 insert false false false false sl00

500 1 insert false false false false sl00

500 1 insert true false false false sl00

500 1 selnext true false false false sl00

600 0 selnext true false false false sl00

600 0 selnext false false false false sl00

700 1 selnext false false false false sl00

700 1 selnext false false false false s110

700 1 selprev false false false false s110

800 0 selprev false false false false s110

900 1 selprev false false false false s110

900 1 selprev false false false false sl00

900 1 clear false false false false sl00

1000 0 clear false false false false sl00

1100 1 clear false false false false sl00

1100 1 clear false false false false sOOO

1100 1 insert false false false false sOOO

1200 0 insert false false false false sOOO

1300 1 insert false false false false sOOO

1300 1 insert false true false false sOOO

1300 1 delete false true false false sOOO
1400 0 delete false true false false sOOO
1400 0 delete false false false false sOOO

1500 1 delete false false false false sOOO

1500 1 delete false false true false sOOO
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